
Small Group Leaders Notes - 1 Thessalonians 4:9-12 

Context


• “Live in order to please God… more and more” (4:1-2) - This is the big theme of 
chs4-5. In 4:3-8 Paul applied this to sexual immorality and holiness and now in 4:9-12 
he applies it to loving one another. This is not about rules or advice, this about wanting 
to please God more and more. It is not about reaching a certain point and then being 
satisfied but rather always striving to please God more and more. 


• Love - The Thessalonians love for one another has already been a key theme in the 
book. Paul began by thanking God for their labour prompted by love (1:3.) Timothy had 
returned with good news about their faith and love (3:6.) Even though they were already 
loving one another Paul finished the first half of the letter by praying “May the Lord 
make your love increase and overflow for each other and for everyone, just as ours 
does for you…” (3:12.) All this fits with Paul now commending them for their love 
(4:9-10) whilst at the same time urging them to do so more and more (4:10.)


• Some of the Thessalonians were idle and disruptive (5:14) - Paul had set the 
Thessalonians the example of working hard so as not to be a burden to them while he 
preached the gospel (2:9). Despite this it appears that some of the Thessalonians were 
idle and instead of working they were being disruptive. The problem seems to have got 
worse because Paul devotes a significant section of 2 Thessalonians to this issue (see 
2 Thessalonians 3:6-15.) This explains why Paul addresses the issue of work in our 
passage (4:11-12.)


• The Thessalonians were being persecuted as trouble-makers (Acts 17:6-7) - The 
new church would have been treated with suspicion by their neighbours. Their new 
faith was alien and strange and was seen as disruptive. The gospel will be offensive 
and disruptive to some but Christians are to do their best to not be disruptive and 
offensive by how they go about their day to day lives. Paul therefore urges the 
Thessalonians to be good hard working (rather than idle) citizens so that they won’t be 
a stumbling block for their non-Christian neighbours. 


Structure


This short passage is held together by the command to love one another more and more. 
Paul states the point explicitly in v9-10 and then applies it to the Thessalonians situation 
in v11-12. Trying to lead a quiet life, minding your own business and working so you 
aren’t dependent on others in the church is one way they could love one another more 
and more. 


Those who refuse to work and provide for themselves are a burden to their church family 
and therefore are not showing love to other believers. They are also a bad witness to 
outsiders and therefore also not loving non-Christians.
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Notes


v9 - The majority of the Thessalonians were already doing a great job of loving one 
another (see context.) Paul says they had been taught by God which continues a theme 
we have already seen in the letter. The Thessalonians received Paul’s teaching as God’s 
word (1:4-5, 2:13 and 4:2.) Paul had taught them how to live (see 4:1-2 and 4:11) and the 
Thessalonians have rightly received this as God’s teaching to them.


v10 - As mentioned in the context, the theme of pleasing God more and more runs right 
through this section (starting with the prayer in 3:12.) Our love for one another is to be like 
a fountain constantly overflowing more and more. 


v11-12 - Some of the Thessalonians were idle and disruptive. They were not busy but 
rather were busybodies (see 2 Thessalonians 3:11-12.) It is not that they couldn’t work, it 
was that they chose not to work. We don’t know the specific reason for this so it is not 
worth speculating. The result was that their attitude to church was to receive without also 
giving. They had what we might call a consumer mindset where they were thinking, “What 
can I get?” rather than “What can I give?” Such an attitude is not attractive to outsiders 
and it is not loving to fellow Christians who then would have to provide for their idle 
brothers and sisters (remember there was no welfare state back then.) 


Big Idea 


Please God by loving others more and more.


Applications 


Loving one another more and more - There should be no limit on our love for one 
another because there is no limit on God’s love for us. As we receive his abundant love so 
we are to overflow in abundant love for one another. As an illustration think of 2 seas; the 
Dead Sea and Sea of Galilee. Water flows into the Sea of Galilee but also out of it 
blessing the surrounding area. In contrast water only flows into the Dead Sea and so it 
becomes far too salty and nothing can really live and thrive. If we only receive God’s love 
and keep it to ourselves it will not be good for us or for others. God’s love, like water, is to 
be received but they shared. As we receive abundantly so we are to abound with love. 


Consumer Christianity - This follows on from the previous application. As we come to 
church we are to come to give as well as to receive. To be a healthy Christian we need to  
receive from others but we also need to give ourselves to others. We live in a very 
consumeristic society where we are encouraged to view everything through the lens of 
“What’s in it for me?” Such a mindset can and has easily infected the church and the 
pandemic with online church and watching services from home has only encouraged us 
to embrace a consumer attitude to church. We may work very hard at our day job 
(whether that is paid or unpaid) but when it comes to church we are completely 
dependent on others. With a consumer mindset we come only if it suits us and meets our 
needs. The godly alternative is to come with a Christ-like loving mindset where we come 
to give and to love regardless of what we receive in return. As we re-establish more 
normal patterns of church we all need to take this short passage to heart and examine 
ourselves and our attitude to the church family.
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Work - The Bible has a very positive and yet realistic view of work. God is a worker and 
we are made in his image to work. That work may be paid or unpaid but whatever we do 
it is good for us to contribute. This passage is not aimed at those who can’t work either 
because they can’t find a job or they are unable to work because of their health. It is not 
saying it is wrong to retire from paid work but it is urging us to avoid being idle, to look to 
be productive and to contribute. Daily work will mean different things for everyone in the 
group. Similarly we will all have different things we can contribute to the life of the church 
family.  


The church’s reputation with outsiders - This is a key reason why Paul urges them to 
mind their own business and work. You can imagine how idle Christians would gain a bad 
reputation in wider Thessalonian society. Similarly a church where there is clear division, 
fighting and a lack of love is not going to have a good reputation in the wider community. 
It matters how the surrounding community sees the church because if the church has a 
bad reputation then people are less likely to seriously listen to the gospel. We are to live 
lives that adorn the gospel rather than detract from it. We should not try to blend in with 
the surrounding culture, nor should we seek to please non-Christians more than God, but 
we should seek to win the respect of outsiders. They may not agree with our beliefs and 
they may not like the gospel, but there should be something attractive about the life of the 
church.


Carrying one another’s burdens - In Galatians 6:2 it says we should carry one another’s 
burdens yet here in 1 Thessalonians 4:12 it says we should not be dependant on anyone. 
At first these verses might seem to contradict one another but there is really no 
contradiction. These Thessalonians were deliberately being a burden to their fellow 
Christians, they could work and provide for themselves but were refusing to. In such 
situations these people should be challenged to contribute rather than just receiving. In 
contrast there are some times when we are a burden to others (perhaps due to poor 
health) and we can do nothing about it. In such situations it is good and right for others in 
the church to care, serve and provide. 
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Bible Study Questions


Starter - Consumerism is everywhere in our society. In what ways do you think it can 
infiltrate the church? How do you think the last 2 years may have encouraged us to have 
a consumer approach to church? 


1. How does the teaching in v9-10 flow from the thanksgiving and prayers of 1:2-3 and 
3:11-13?


2. What kind of church does Paul want the Thessalonians to be? Why?


3. What is the link between their work and their love for one another?


4. How can our attitude to work (whether paid or unpaid) be a good or a bad witness to 
non-Christians?


5. Galatians 6:2 says we should “carry each other’s burdens” yet this passage says we 
should not be dependent on anybody. When is it right to carry one another’s burdens? 
When is it wrong to be dependent on others?


6. In this next week how can we show more and more love for one another and the rest 
of the church family?
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